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"words are not so important 

as to be vaulted away, nor 

are they worthless enough 

to throw away, so we give 

them away"  

                 -DP- 



Bluebells. 

 

Anemone carpet altered my course 

 

Lightened my crushing steps. 

 

Dragging feet led me away. 

 

Downcast eyes noticed the butterfly 

 

Warming upon the leaf litter 

 

Under which I so wanted to be. 

 

Fragility had survived the long winter 

 

Enviable short life and purpose. 

 

It fluttered towards the first bluebells 

 

Announcing it too late for my poem 

 

But it wasn't truth anyway. 

 

Appealing to my Mother Earth 

 

Take me back this time to stay. 

 

Her response was drowned by birdsong 

 

So I followed the flowing water 

 

To bluebells suckling bumble bees. 

 

A moment to capture and share. 

 

As i realised I'd not ceased doing 

 

Then I felt the salve of my Mother 

 

And knew that my Father the Great Healer 

 

Would ensure that next year 

 

The sight of bluebells will no longer make me cry. 

 

By: Fiona Phillips. 



Soar 
 
“It takes my mind off things,” she said quietly, as if she was talking to herself. But she‟s aware of my 
presence. That I exist, in every corner of this stuffy coffee bar. She left her espresso untouched, and I 
sat next to her in silence. “Y‟know, I‟d never wear anything made of eagle feathers,” 
 
“Why not?” 
“I don‟t know, I‟d rather wear spandex all my life,” 
 
I saw infirmity in her pale white skin. But deep inside, she‟s boiling with rage. Of nothing specific. 
 
“I know what you‟re thinking,” 
I couldn‟t bring myself to look her in the eye. I tried to hide my shame – I took a swig of the warm es-
presso. It wasn‟t until today that I started thinking about that cup of espresso. Largely because all these 
years I‟ve been thinking of how she knew what I was thinking then. I swear to God I knocked back a cup 
of desert sand. It didn‟t taste like espresso at all. 
 
“I know what you‟re thinking,” She whispered. She whispered, but the tone of her voice was firm. I 
sensed menace; I was intimidated by this frail young woman. Black circled her left eye. And many shades 
of blue on her forearm. Perhaps I was too transparent then. 
 
“These are evidence of my resilience and strength. I know what you‟re thinking. You think I‟m weak. I‟m 
not. In fact, I‟m stronger than any brawny cop. You just don‟t know that yet,” 
 
“I know,” 
 
“You don‟t. „cause you‟ve yet to understand how these bruises rob fractions of your existence. It‟s a vi-
cious cycle. I‟m broken. But I won‟t admit my defeat. I‟ll always get up, it doesn‟t matter what hits me. 
It‟s always a different thing. Sharp objects, they scare you. But once you get used to them touching your 
skin, you get used to it,” 
 
“You don‟t have to go through this,” 
 
“I want to. I‟m stronger than any..” 
“..brawny cop, I know. But you..” 
“I‟m stronger than him. I‟m killing him softly. What‟s left of me after each beating kills him,” 
 
I wanted to reach out to her, but her apathy made her invincible. It was impossible to touch her. 
 
“You‟re wrong for thinking that I needed help,” 
 
I thought I heard a tremor in her voice. 
 
“You‟re wrong for thinking that you could save me from all of that I‟ve put myself into,” 
 
 
* * * 
 
I.. I couldn‟t contain this loss. She was not part of my life. She was merely a person assigned to me – yet 
another young woman wrapped up in an abusive relationship. I was good at what I do. Was. Not anymore. 
Not when he pulled the trigger behind us. Point blank. I was painted in her blood. Then his blood.  
 
Then my own, two days after her funeral. 

 

By: Ana Jonessey 



ABANDON SHIP! 

 

1 

I get caught at a remote railroad crossing, nothing to do as the freight train crawls by me but think of Eichmann, 

whose task wasn‟t just to obtain boxcars, but also to fill them with Jews.  

 

2 

The pill I take in the morning is supposed to help. You better? people ask. I‟ll never be Teacher of the Year if that‟s 

what they mean. I lose track of which door is which. Alcohol intensifies the effect. It says so right on the bottle.  

 

3 

A winged horse, bathed in the light of a flickering, soundless television. My daughter singing Wagner for him as he 

lay dying.  

 

4 

I was nine that summer and bored, and it was so simple to hurt things with my Cub Scout knife.  

 

5 

I want to show you something, I say and open my hand. Half-drowned fish crawl ashore, as if fully intent on further 

evolving. You look away. It‟s spring. The flower boxes are empty. 

 

 

TINY HEART ATTACKS 

 

1 

We were children together, licked by the same black dog, no witnesses present when a bloody ax was found among 

the tools in the backyard shed. 

 

2 

Years later, we went to live in one of the rectangle states, a necklace of red berries around her neck. Our nearest 

neighbor was the far-off weeping of a long freight train. 

 

3 

A canary usually doesn‟t chirp so much. That other noise was dusk gusting toward us across a stubble field. If there 

were ever records of it, they‟ve been lost. 

 

NIGHT AT THE SICK HOTEL 

 

A famous man‟s youngest daughter, tormented by visions of burning airships, trips the metal detector. I feel like an 

empty gray glove. Strangers crowd into the elevator with us. Only later do they think to ask if we‟re going down. The 

weather has turned. Buds pop, a nation of suicide bombers in dynamite vests. 

 

 

 

MONSTER 

 

Hear that? A low wailing? Like a tornado of meat flies? I must have signed my name in the wrong place or acquired 

the wrong kind of knowledge. As I drive into town, the glass eye soaks overnight in a glass of wine. No one among my 

so-called friends volunteers to save me. There used to be a rule, Monstrous face, monstrous soul. The crow furiously 

pecking at something red in the road ignores it. 

 

By: Howie Good 



Dimestore Buddhist  
 
The omnipotent 
and ever loving 
Khru: Baa 
Strikes the heads  
of sobbing pupils 
before wiping 
their tears 
w/ the purest  
water 
the 
Buddha of 
infinite strength 
the  
Buddha of 
infinite love 
 
I will eat lunch w/ Frank O' Hara. I will drink the moon w/ Rimbaud. 
 
I will, 
I eat, 
I drink 
in the postcards  
from the lights 
from the shadows. 
 
I will, 
I eat, 
I fuck 
in the now 
w/ Buddha's left hand 
on the reach around 
w/ Parisian knife fights 
in black cat alleys of no surrender. 
 
I will, 
I eat, 
I steal 
the 900 exhibits  
of a well-balanced conundrum. 
 
write them pretty, 
paint them daisy 
or dandelion 
or sunflower yellow 
& laugh at the jolly 
belly of Buddha 
as Anarchists 
plunge their  
sharp-point ideas 
deep in the warm 
fat of immaculate 
design. 
 
Spare Change 
 
"Oh the times,  
they are a changing.." 
 
changing w/ the peace 
signs from Haight/Ashbury 
to liberation's blood  
in Libya.. 
 
I asked the clerk 
for 2 rillos & a pack 
of Camel lights 



while a battered face 
painted itself on  
Al-JAZEERA 
just above the beer fridge. 
 
He said things don't work that 
way in San Francisco. 
Never here man. 
too much love. 
 
Then I was flushed into  
the shadowed bowels 
of the bay 
w/ all the other realists 
& skeptics. 
 
That guy is a lonely  
old; man sometimes. 
 
By: Frank Metropolis 



sometimes 
 
i don't think 
the thoughts don't 
percolate 
a cup of 
missing you 
 
when i do i 
take mine heavy on 
the cream 
no splenda dream 
i want the real 
 
thing 
 
i tasted the imposter 
saccharine soul 
leaving a hole  
where  
my heart[broke] once 
rested 
 
beating strong the song 
of  
shared melody 
in tempo  
heartbeats bared 
we shared 
 
countless moments 
future longed 
unburdened and 
understood 
speaking the same language 
knowing  
 
someday 
will be the day  
spent 
not bent 
nor  
endured 
 
we shall repose 
heaven knows 
together understanding 
the yoke  
removed 
 
unshackled free 
to soar 
to just be 
 
i see it 
 
sometimes 
 

By: Greg Lubbers 



By: Ann Tea 



Walking with Sunday 
 
walking 
in the field 
among the rows of  
green and golden crowns 
I follow her a few steps back 
on purpose 
hoping glory's mist grants 
me the scene between 
her thighs and silhouette 
against the setting 
Sun 
 
Sunday caught me curious many a time 
and teased with pouting 
lips in enticing ways  
and rays of sun 
between her words 
 
She talked of love there 
 
She loved the way the wind 
and heat touched her heart and parts 
while shadowing stalks 
brought giggles 
with windblown hands 
upon her skin 
 
and again 
 
together to the earth 
we fell undone 
 
falling and sinking  
with the silent 
slip of the  
SUN 
 

By: Steve B 



wander ~ a sixty second inspiration 
 
 
 
wander 
 
meander 
 
search 
 
and 
 
seek 
 
discover 
 
and learn 
 
blessings and 
 
hope 
 
joy 
 
and 
 
forgiveness 
 
rebirth and 
 
love again 
 
i love you 
 
can't you see 
 
you owe nothing 
 
to me 
 
all is free 

 

By: Kim Goset Johnson 



Raspberry Sour 
 
times are appointed 
by some other seeing & hearing 
in as much as light 
because of conditions 
 
if connotations are holy 
I am the least of numericals 
 
is the Word lunar as moon 
does it cycle, can it be counted 
when the Spirit of Death passes over 
will I be spared the ceremony of accusation 
 
yes, I have sinned 
 
when the masses enter the Sanctuary 
do they uphold it's sacred space 
certainly there are applications 
of development, decorum and shame 
 
have the shadows of things been forgotten 
as lots long since cast and fallen 
shades of ray thrown as wages 
for balling and boxes 
 
tracing the remnants suggest 
weights and measures with tones of bent 
 
Oh...Judah! Oh...David! 
is Jeroboam in our midst 
alternates crossed, anti of worship 
the Tabernacle is in our hearts 
 
Messiah honors Truth 
 
shall I then spin the bottle  
of chaos, kissing death 
 
no, I shall return to the Barley of fields 
presenting my fruits as offering 
I will not to measure them 
portioning out but a mere 10th 
 
in the morning, noon, 9th and 3rd hours 
with fire of sunrise dawning 
does creativity cease in prayer 
a sliver of round exposure illuminates 
 
head of new, uncovered of hides 
is my Shofar a horn 
that I am to be hunted 
can it be removed 
 
it is mine 
as Divinity is Unity in Oracles 
 
shall I buy, sell, trade 
for your pleasure, earning acceptance 
shall I forsake the nest of whole 
save for vows and charity 
 
virginities knew no innocence 
shall you starve my character 
does it survive on grain, oil or salt 
shall I conserve it as water 
 
I and I is abundance of eternals 



 
am I dog or beast 
with earnest repentance 
shall I become equal to right 
worthy of show, validity and existence 
 
do I need an interpreter 
to inscribe my heart of mind 
are heirs removed from consequence 
 
what gospel say you freedom 
for the spilling of blood 
the Earth trembles upon utterance  
of pride 
 
I sow of melody, tend to song 
my harvest is unto no end 
shall you yoke my meditations 
cut out and graft, as inclination 
 
please, be careful...I am but mindful 
studious of twigs, err as goof 
tireless as swot 
in pain and devotion 
 
are you as a bird, mocking 
dear, lips are not for grating 
Love is not rancid or morose 
I‟ll blow you a kiss, for keeping and care 

 

By: Cat Corina 

Seventh Sorrow 
 
She kept it 
locked, in her rib cage 
wrote it in yellow on the petals 
of a cactus flower. 
 
You will uncover 
a hint, in the dust 
on the air, hiding around 
the name she etched 
 
the face she closed up in 
her passport, the space between 
her knees 
the ground she left 
incomplete 
In the sour, spoiled 
tongues that make us 
ex-babies. 
 

by Jaime Shea  

 



Untitled 

 
I am the girl resting in love within the mouth of the moon 

 
The moon drew me tonight and I flowed in upon him like cream 

 

Resting within his mouth I beckoned you to rise with us 
 

Your ears were filled with the sound of your pride 
 

The eyes of the moon tear in my starry lullaby 
 

My cries of weathered nights and barren dawns float along the airless stretches 

 
of universe 

 
The moon held me this eve 

 

Rocking me to billowy dreamless sleep 
 

Because he promised 
 

Everything would be just as it is supposed to 
 

The moon chanted to me this eve 

 
Enchanting whispers pressed upon my ear 

 
His reflective glow warming my raised skin 

 

And I woke to the seat of his warm and moist mouth 
 

I am the girl seated within the mouth of the moon 
 

I am the light he set afire this eve 

 
I am the desire of his every moonlit glow 

 
I am the girl resting in love within the mouth of the moon 

 
And you … 

 

You don’t deserve me 
 

By: Nic St James 



Untitled 

 

I get feelings of haunting 

& i only think of you. 

 

Your mark on my spirit lasts like a blessed scar 

upon the timelines of life 

in the continuum we live on 

 

I eat of the oxygen 

& drink of the wines 

for tobaccos grow strong in the campfire. 

 

I take in hand 

&feel the past breath simmer the spark of coincidence 

as enwrapped we sit on one anothers' laps 

 

Interchanged in vine 

climbing through the ceiling  

out of one system into another 

 

The world spins 

& we breathe involuntarily 

our commotion is minute but infinite 

 

Light dims... blue. 

 

I get feelings of haunting 

& i only think of you. 

 

 

 

By: Poet Joe H Gallagher 



Child 

 
She suffers; in silent surrender, 

with hope there will come a time 
her destructive child will realize 

his abuse will cause her demise. 

 
She has given her all...and then some. 

Her stamina depleted; gone. 
Grown fragile and disfigured from blows  

by the hand of this 'superior' child. 
 

Unable to replenish her resources 

as the life force, her essence, ebbs. 
 

She is our Mother, the Earth, our future. 
We are Human, the Child, her end... 

 

By: Dave Coon 

By: Amy Higgins 



For Rocky 

 
When I heard  

you tried to kill yourself 
I felt the  

sound of  

a razor  
hitting thick fabric,  

the grating slice 
that sounds 

as metal tears 
through many coarse threads  

all at once-- 

I felt 
like the material feels 

as you rip it 
into two pieces— 

strong and solid 

for a fleeting moment 
then limp;  

and when we spoke  
it was the tension  

of a first stitch, 
each imperfection in the thread  

snagging itself  

in thick material  
until it snaps  

or makes it 
to the other side, 

taut and mangled 

only to be pulled  
through again 

and again. 
 

By: Piper Mullins 



Boys of the White City Fair 
 
 
“Do you hear that? The city‟s singing for us.” 
We were standing on the edge of Lake Michigan, combing through our wallets 
to produce enough cash for a bottle of whiskey and a couple cans of Coke. 
And maybe a cigarette or two from the kids on the corner. 
I turned my back to the water to hear the faint music rustling through the 
skyscrapers. I smiled and told Josef that yes, I heard it. 
They say you can only hear the city sing when you‟re in love. Being young and 
drunk helps, too. Bust mostly you just have to be in love. Then, you‟ll be able 
to hear the city‟s warm rhythm drifting into the night. The noise drizzles into 
the lake and is carried out with the current. Sometimes the city sounds like 
an old man with a fiddle – like the man who sits outside the opera house in 
the afternoon, who wears his gray hair long and sings out for his Clementine. 
Josef smiled back. He took my hand and we danced across Lake Shore Drive, 
through Grant Park. His metronomic pulse kept mine on tempo till we 
reached the nearest drug store. 
~ 
By the time I woke up, covered in the sticky booze, the sun was starting to 
turn the lake light blue. An old man in a ragged suede jacket was walking 
through the park several yards away, lugging a canvas bag over his shoulder, 
whistling and bouncing in an uneven step. 
I rolled over broken glass and moaned. I didn‟t know what day it was because 
all these days looked, felt and tasted the same.  
The man glanced over and trudged my way.  
“Did you see where the guy with me went?” I asked. “Ma‟am, I been round 
this park all night n I know there weren‟t no man with you.” “Oh,” I groaned 
and fell back into the grass. 
~ 
You only hear the city sing… I hear it every goddamn night. It blows like wind 
till it becomes the tangible form of Josef standing clear in my view. I shake, 
and sometimes I hold other men. Sometimes I drink alone. But I only take my 
whiskey now with disposable cups and disposable men. Because whiskey with 
him could‟ve always just been with anyone.  
Somewhere he‟s foxtrotting and drinking plum tea, and I‟m lying in mud, cry-
ing for him. 
The old man takes his fiddle out of his canvas bag and gives me a melody to 
sing to. 

 

By:  Siren Bee 



                       Published by Free Penny Press, Tampa, FL 

I want to thank Cornelius, Vanz and all  who participated in 
making this booklet possible. I see many barriers amongst 
ourselves and know words have the ability to dissolve those 
walls. 
 
Words make things possible, allow us to believe, transform 
our thoughts and enrich our soul. 
 
                             Words are necessary. 
 
       Share these words with others and start an evolution. 
                               


